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BANKNOTES
VALLEY FORGE TROUT UNLIMITED

Your Vote Counts

VFTU Election of Officers to be held September 13, 2012

T

wo big elections are coming up
for us in the next few months.
One you know about—the presidential
contest for control of the White
House. But another election is coming
up quickly that is important to you as
a member of VFTU. Elections for new
officers and board members will be
held at the September 13th meeting
at the Fairfield Inn. The proposed
slate of officers and board members is
as follows:
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Secretary: John Dettrey

Fly Tying
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Treasurer: Frank Donohoe

Names, Numbers & Email

Slate of Officers:
President: Robbi Freisem
VP, Internal Affairs: Karl Heine
VP, External Affairs: Chuck Cutshall

Past President: Pete Goodman
(Continued on page 5)

NOTES FROM THE PREZ

M

y chores are done. I have retied the damaged leaders of
last night’s fishing, re-sharpened
hooks, cleaned my sunglasses and I
am into my second cup of fabulous
coffee. From the porch here on Ashby
Lake in Ontario, Canada the world
seems very peaceful and I would appear to be at ease with world.
However, I am bothered by pangs of
guilt for not being back home doing all
of the presidential thing that I keep
thinking of and are most difficult to do
from here let alone concentrate on any
one of them.
So what is it that your soon to be past
president is being bothered by? Well it
is not the hummingbirds in my ear or
the red squirrel scolding my beagle nor
the family of mergansers splashing

Inside this issue:

about in the bay. It is the ongoing
negotiations with national TU over
chapters being able to hold easements
(we have several – depending on your
definition of easement). It is our involvement in the two very big environmental issues of the PA Turnpike widening (mile marker 320 – 326) and the
Williams/Transco pipeline crossing of
the Brandywine and Ludwig’s Run. It
is ongoing grants in various stages of
completion, remedial work, preapplication, post application and planning. It is communications which from
here are difficult since I have to travel
for an internet connection and my
usual email program doesn’t work.
(But I do have a phone line and it
works – so that is good. And I have a
phone plan back to the states so I
(Continued on page 2)
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Points of interest:


VFTU’s Fall Fundraiser is
set for October 27th.



Jerry Bullock continues his
tale of growing up on
Trout Run—and how the
brookies got there



Jim Lowe shares some
interesting thoughts on
tying hairwing flies.



PA Fly Fishing Show is
coming once again to
Lancaster, PA.

Protecting and Enhancing
Chester County Trout Streams
for more than

30 Years

PREZ NOTES
(Continued from page 1)

have already paid for calls. But sometimes, most
times if it is important, meeting in-person is what is
required.) Keeper of the Stream has not been
wrapped up as far as landowner agreements are
concerned – this is something that I feel particularly
guilty about. I think I should have seen this as a
stumbling block from the beginning and should have
used a different approach. Well, I guess that there
is always September – which is already sounding
short for all of the stuff I am trying to cram into it.
Passing the Torch
I referenced my being a past president. In September, at our regular membership
meeting we will be voting on the
slate of candidates for your officers. The Valley Forge Chapter of
Trout Unlimited will elect at that
meeting officers and directors for
the upcoming fiscal year beginning October 1, 2012. There will
be changes at the President
(Robbi Freisem has been nominated and accepted) and Vice
President – Internal Affairs (Karl
Heine has been nominated and
accepted). Other officer positions
will remain the same as this year.
Two additional board members
have been nominated and they
are Ed Penry and Jeff Bush. Additional nominations will be accepted from the floor

VFTU Fall Fundraiser
Where: Great Valley Nature Center
When: Saturday October 27, 2012
10AM-4PM
What: Clean Streams Fishing Tackle
Extravaganza and Family Social
Fishing Equipment Sale & Swap— Buy, Sell,
Swap, Trade, Barter, Raffle and Appraise

Raffles: $1 and $5 bucket raffles

VFTU GENERAL MEETINGS
Fairfield Inn—Lionville
Just north of Exton on Rt. 100
General Meetings are held the
second Thursday of each month
7:30 PM
September through May

the night of the meeting or anytime prior.
For additional information on the environmental issues of the Turnpike and the Brandywine pipeline
crossing please see the Environmental Updates article elsewhere in BANKNOTES.
I had mentioned above that I have
been in sporadic communication
with TU National, specifically Bryan
Moore, VP for Volunteer Operations
& Watershed Programs regarding
easements and the national policy.
Between Bryan traveling and being
out of communication and me doing the same our attempts to resolve our differences has been erratic. I believe that we are very
sure what we want and that once
we get a definitive description of

the easement policy and can
review our needs, the policy
with definitions and how Pennsylvania real estate law dovetails into all of this that there is an agreement to
be had with National TU. It is the vagueness and
lack of strict definitions that has lead to our seeing
the national policy as restrictive to their on goals certainly in light of our negotiations with Trammell Crow
for protections on Cedar Hollow Run. For more
about Cedar Hollow Run see the Environmental Updates article elsewhere in BANKNOTES.
Fall Extravaganza
Our Fall Fundraiser will be the Clean Streams Fishing
Tackle Extravaganza and Family Social. “What, you
ask is he doing now, what is he talking
(Continued on page 8)

VFTU to provide hot dogs and sodas
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ENVIRONMENTAL UPDATE
Projects, Progress and Happenings in the Valley Creek Watershed

I

hear that it has been hot, hot and hot at home.
Some rain but not cooling things off much. It is
the same here as I write this from a lake in Ontario
Canada. We have had a beautiful July but with no
rain the lake level is as low as I have ever seen it
and the vegetation is suffering. It looks more like
the end of August than the beginning.
The following is from the PA DEP notice of a meeting
on the Crossing of the Brandywine and two crossings
of Ludwig’s Run. This is about trenching across the
Brandywine or drilling underneath it to install a 42”
diameter replacement pipeline that Williams/Transco
was denied a permit for previously.
East Brandywine Update
“The Department of Environmental Protection will
host a public meeting and hearing on Tuesday, Aug.
14, to answer questions and receive comments
about Williams-Transco’s proposal to replace a section of natural gas pipeline in East Brandywine and
East Caln townships, Chester County.
An informational meeting to explain the proposed
method for crossing Brandywine Creek and two sections of Ludwig’s Run will begin at 5 p.m. at the
Sykes Student Union Building on the West Chester
University campus at 110 W. Rosedale Ave.”
“This combined public meeting and hearing will give
residents an opportunity to learn more about the applications, ask questions and provide testimony,”
DEP Southeast ReValley Forge
gional Director Cosmo
Servidio said.”

Trout Unlimited

T

he Valley Forge Chapter of
Trout Unlimited is dedicated
to preserving, protecting, and
restoring trout habitat throughout
Chester County, Pennsylvania.
Its 800+ members and affiliates
are engaged in the fight to preserve our precious coldwater resources. All similarly inclined persons are invited to join. Refer to
the membership application form
found in the back of this issue of

BANKNOTES.
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The notice seems innocuous
enough.
What isn’t stated is
that whatever information is gleaned
from this meeting
cannot be used to
fight
the
crossing
method due to the
fact that the comment
period closes with the

end of the meeting. In my experience with PA DEP
there has always been a comment period following
this type of meeting so that information gained at
the meeting would be available to be included in the
comments. This decision to close the comment period at the end of the meeting is, in my opinion, bad
policy. It would seem to an outsider that additional
information is not wanted and that perhaps a decision has already been reached and that this meeting
is just an attempt to placate an enraged public.
I urge all members to write comments and to attend
this meeting. Direct Drilling is the way to do this
project, not Williams/Transco’s preferred method of
digging up 3 sections of stream bottoms. The Brandywine is a great fishery and holds wild as well as
stocked fish. Don’t let this pipeline crossing wreck
the stream ecology and fishing.
Are You Kidding?
Speaking of wrecking things…
The PA Turnpike’s plan for widening their roadway
from mile marker 320 to 326 could do just that to
Valley Creek according to several experts who have
reviewed their plan. It seem the designers of the
project have taken great liberties in applying the
rules and methods allowed for managing stormwater
generated by their new impervious surface. Smoke
and mirrors may be an exaggeration of their management methods but not too far off when you consider their use of “Deep Dynamic Compaction”. This
is something that all the experts who have reviewed
the plan are questioning. Essentially, it is dropping a
30 ton weight from 25 feet 50 times in a grid over
the entire basin bottom, then roto-tilling the first 3
feet of soil and saying it will infiltrate. Just saying it
makes my head hurt. Another area of their plan that
is totally without foundation is their discussion of
temperature mitigation. They cherry pick information and assemble it to support their desired outcome. Nice try guys but we know about temperature.
So anyway, PA DEP was to have sent a response to
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BACKWATERS
Stream Reminiscences—Part II

H

ow many of us can recall and easily re-live, at
any moment, the reality and excitement of
childhood? Hunters and fisherman can—we feel it
while pulling on waders or tying on a fly or sliding the
fly line through the ferrules of our favorite rod. We
feel it when seating the bullet into a cartridge case or
packing clothes for a hunting trip or sliding those shiny
brass cartridges into the magazine as we start up the
trail. In small, simple things we feel it. For me, I feel
it when approaching a pool or catching a glimpse of a
silent ring of the rise. And when an angler actually
sees a good fish in the stream—it’s ecstasy! Each one
of us has been that child watching that fish our whole
life long. It is special when we see it through the eyes
of that child, even when the body is that of an adult.
***
So where did the Trout Run brookies come from?
Well, a PA Fish Commission person named Sharp
Andres stocked 1000 brookie fingerlings in Trout Run
above the Trenton Cut Off railroad bridge sometime
between 1948-1950. This location just happened to
be at the end of my driveway on Contention Lane.
Sharp Andres may have been a retired warden or
some kind of deputy, although I don’t believe the position of deputy enforcement office existed back in
1950. However this position was created at some
point as my father and I were both deputy law enforcement officers for the
PA Fish Commission for
several years.
The very
upper stretch of Trout Run,
the portion upstream from
that railroad bridge and all
the way up to the spring in
the ravine near the top of
the hill, didn’t seem to hold
many fish.
But this is
where Sharp placed them.
Before this stocking the fish
were mainly brown trout,
especially downstream
where there were larger
holes in the meadow where
WWW.VALLEYFORGETU.ORG

CVSA has a trout nursery. That nursery is located in
my childhood yard and meadow. The footbridge I
used to cross the stream is where the nursery inlet is
today.
The brook trout began to show up by 1953 or so as I
started to see them as I watched the currents below
the footbridge. Although I fished up through the
woods to the bottom of the last big hill on Contention
Lane, I never saw or caught a fish. Not until the day I
dropped a worm into the plunge pool just below a
neighbor’s driveway. Instantly, a nice 12-inch brookie
nailed it. I was only 8 or 9 years old and this fish was
a monster to me. In fact, it was the biggest fish I had
ever caught. That brookie must have set up shop in
the plunge pool right after it was stocked and survived
for 4 or 5 years. That plunge pool is still there today.
I can still hear the tires on my bike rumbling over the
rough macadam as I raced to show Mom and Dad my
monster fish. Jose’ Ortega y Gasset says it as well as

anyone. It is the seeking and possessing of beauty.
Seeing those little trout 60 years ago under that
bridge in my childhood yard or just recently in the pool
above the footbridge in East Whiteland Park, I reduced those fish and their beauty to the possession of
my eye. If I had my fishing gear with me last June,
the hunt for that possession would have advanced to
my fly fishing equipment to reduce that beauty to the
possession of my hand.
The brook trout became more numerous in the early
1950s and we began to catch them with some regularity in our meadow and on downstream where cattle
grazed on the next three properties. If I close my eyes
I can still see those brightly colored trout with the
white edge fins as I once again peer over that long
gone footbridge.
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FLY TYING
Steelhead and Salmon Flies– Part II
In the Spring ‘12 issue of BANKNOTES I discussed my
introduction to the art of tying steelhead and salmon
flies. This first article focused more on the built-wing
classic Atlantic salmon flies. This article will focus on
tying hairwing flies for steelhead and salmon.

bronze mallard. I couldn’t see throwing out a well tied
body and ended up with a nice looking fly that would
hold up even better, so it’s another way to maximize
the output of your tying efforts.

This should be enough to help you get started tying the
hairwing flies. I hope you have some
he hairwing Atlantic salmon flies are much easier fun tying this type of fly and perhaps
to tie and these are the ones you should start landing a trophy salmon or steelhead
with—and they hold up much better when you fish with one of your own ties.
them than the built-wing classic Atlantic ties. Salmon
have a lot of teeth and can ruin a fly in a hurry.

T

***

Jim Lowe

Elections
(Continued from page 1)

Committee Chairs:
The hairwings can start out fairly easy with a classic
style body and a hair wing. The wings are typically tied
using grey squirrel tail or grey fox. Squirrel comes in
many different colors and is easy to work with. When
you tie it in make sure your thread is waxed and tie it
down with tight turns from the start, or your squirrel
tail wing will fall apart. I use a drop of head cement at
the start and finish the fly with unwaxed thread with
normal tension to build up the head. When finishing
the head of the fly start at the eye and work back to
the wing. I didn’t have grey fox when I started tying
these patterns so I used fox squirrel which will make a
wing look somewhat dark, much like a turkey quill.

Environmental
Chair:

Rich Bauer

Membership Chair: Jim Ferrier
Proposed Board Members (Current):
Joe Armstrong

Fred Gender

Rod Horton

John Johnson

Neil Johnson

Bob Jones

Jim Leonard

Dave Macaleer

Owen Owens
Andy Pancoast
Next step would be to tie in the underwing which is
usually golden pheasant tail or turkey quill and mostly
Proposed Board Members (New):
golden pheasant tippets. From here you can make a
built-wing using goose shoulder feathers in the color
Ed Penry
Jeff Bush
that matches the full dress classics. This started somewhat by accident for me. When tying in the wing of
Please plan on attending the September meeting to
the full dress classics the wing didn’t always tie down
submit additional nominations and to cast your vote!
properly. I did away with the top half of the built-wing
VFTU Board of Directors
and used fox squirrel which would substitute for turkey.
I leave the golden pheasant crest off along with the
5
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Environment
the Turnpike on their application by now. We have
requested a copy of that response which we feel
should have included our comments and those of the
other experts who have reviewed the plan. We will
see. Stay tuned, this feels like it will be a long expensive battle before we force the Turnpike to yet again
properly manage their stormwater – at least on this
project.

tangled, one still alive and cut out and released, but
this one was dead.” The picture showed a nice trout
hung-up in the netting with its gills ripped. Please, if
you are creek side and see any of the plastic mesh
that is any kind of netting or deer fence remove it and
report it to me. This stuff is lethal to trout and many
other critters that live in or frequent our stream habitats. I always try to carry a plastic shopping bag in
my vest for just such stream side detritus.

A Hot Fishing Tip

Cedar Hollow Trout

I spoke with Chuck Cutshall yesterday and he was filling me in on the weather and fishing. It sounds as
though it might be a good idea to limit your trout fishing while our stream temperatures are elevated. Once
we get some cool nights and the stream temperatures
come down a bit trout fishing can be back on the calendar. I think I mentioned this before but one late
June in the not too distant past I was up at my daughter’s lounging in the, what I thought was refreshing,
Manatawny Creek with an adult beverage. I looked
over where a small tributary came in and there were 2
fish side by side, both trout, one was a rainbow and
the other a brown. They literally appeared to be panting. The water they were in was noticeably cooler
that the main stream and probably carried a substantially larger amount of oxygen. I assume these
stocked fish ultimately succumbed to the too hot waters of the Manatawny.

Finally, I am pleased to report that the PA Fish and
Boat Commission electro-fished Cedar Hollow Run in
July. Cedar Hollow Run is the tributary to Valley Creek
that flows out of Atwater Lake (the old Warner
Quarry) through a cold water discharge. Several VFTU
members and Open Land Conservancy members were
present for the survey. Roughly 200 meters were surveyed in two passes. The first pass count was 244
brown trout and the second pass was 171. In two
passes they documented 415 brown trout. The biggest
was 14 inches. Very definitely Class A.

(Continued from page 3)

I received an email with a photo attached from member George W. Fallon, Jr. reporting an incident he discovered on Valley Creek. He says, “I was fishing VC
with a couple of guys Sunday and found something
very disturbing that I wanted to alert you to.” “This
(what appeared to be gill net but was probably inexpensive deer fence/Pete) was found with two trout

Valley Creek is simply amazing. We have
to tell everyone that! It is too valuable to
be wasted by development. Help us protect this amazing stream.
Pete Goodman

Trout Tales & Watershed Heroes

Get your copy at any VFTU meeting or contact us via our website
www.valleyforgetu.org
WWW.VALLEYFORGETU.ORG
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ON THE RISE
T

rout Unlimited's television program On the Rise,
is in its fourth season on Sportsman Channel.
On the Rise follows the wanderings of Montana outfitter and bona fide fishing bum, Jed Fiebelkorn, as he
traverses the country in search of trout, salmon, steelhead and kindred souls. In addition to unparalleled fly
fishing action, Jed finds Trout Unlimited volunteers
hard at work protecting, reconnecting, restoring and
sustaining America's coldwater fisheries. The show airs
at the following times (all times Eastern):
Tuesday at 3:00 a.m.
Thursday at 6:30 a.m.
Friday at 4:30 p.m.
Saturday at 2 p.m.

Jed Fiebelkorn
Tongass National Forest.

Show 2 - Silver Creek, Idaho

Montana fishing guide and outfitter, Jed Fiebelkorn is
the host of On the Rise. A world-class angler, Jed is
also a former professional hockey player. This is his
second year hosting On the Rise.
2012 Episodes

Juneau is the jumping off point for a fly-out, silver salmon
extravaganza in one of Alaska's threatened treasures, the
Tongass National Forest.

Show 3 - Rogue River, Mich./Pere Marquette

Jed explores an unusual urban fishery that has required
some creative conservation work on part of the local TU
chapter, but no trip to Michigan would be complete without
wetting a line in the Pere Marquette.

Show 4 - Tongass, Alaska Part 2

Show 1 - Tongass, Alaska
Juneau is the jumping off point for a fly-out, silver salmon
extravaganza in one of Alaska's threatened treasures, the

In part 2 of Jed's Alaska adventure, he targets char and
learns more about the Alaska chapter's efforts to protect
and restore the Tongass National Forest.

Show 5 - Spring Creeks, Pa.

The famous limestone creeks of Pennsylvania will test the
skills of the most-seasoned trout fisherman. Jed Fiebelkorn
pits his skills against these wary trout and checks in on the
local TU chapter's work on these trout streams.

Show 6 - Big Wood River, Idaho

Sun Valley, Idaho's "other" trout fishery offers townies rising trout on their lunch hour, and you just might see Bruce
Willis or Clint Eastwood on the water!
Chuck Furimsky was so pleased with the Lancaster
County Convention Center that he wasted no time booking this location once again for the 2013 Pennsylvania
Fly Fishing Show. So keep March 2 & 3 2013 open—you
don’t want to miss it!
Show Hours: Sat 9:00 - 6:00; Sun 9:00 - 4:30
Admission: Adult: $15 for one day
$25 for two-day pass
Children under 5 free, under 12: $2
Scouts under 16 in uniform: free
Active Military: $10

Cash only at the gate
For more information and updates go to:
http://www.flyfishingshow.com/Lancaster.html
7

Show 7 - Asheville, N.C.
The historic and festive town of Asheville is home to art,
music and one of the last strongholds of a sub-species of
imperiled brook trout that TU is hard at work to recover.

Show 8 - Smith River, Calif.

Jed and Smith River legend Ken Morrish target big wintertime chrome on this northern California beauty.

Show 9 - Rogue River, Ore.

The other, more famous Rogue River is a steelhead fisherman's Shangri-la. Jed gears up for big winter steelhead on
the river that made Zane Grey famous.

Show 10 - Kauai, Hawaii

There's trout in Hawaii? Indeed there is. Jed beats the winter blues with a trip to the country’s most isolated TU chapter, located smack-dab in the middle of paradise!

FALL 2012
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Prez Notes
(Continued from page 2)

about?” Well this idea has been festering or should
I say brewing for some time. It seems that we have
collected a lot of valuable fishing equipment over the
past several years from many different sources. Personally I have a lot of fishing stuff that I just don’t
use any more. This event which will be held on the

phia VA to our east we should have no trouble finding
interested veterans in programs that could include fly
tying, fly fishing instruction and fishing mentoring.
My son was just involved in a Rivers of Recovery program in Jackson Hole this past weekend and said it
was so rewarding he was near tears putting two vets
on nice fish. Stay tuned, there will be more about
this in upcoming communications with contact info.
VFTU Loses a Good Friend
I had mentioned being out of touch earlier in this article. The guilt of that reality struck home when I received an email from Gloria Weiler that member Ken
Weiler had passed away after a short battle with cancer. Ken was a terrific supporter of VFTU and of
yours truly. He was a deaf mute who didn’t let his
disability hold him back. He was smart and asked
tough questions and if he felt the cause was just he
was a serious advocate. Ken was one of the good
guys. I will miss him. We never quite got around to
that fishing trip we talked about.

lovely grounds of the Great Valley Nature Center will
offer members, families and friends the opportunity to
get some fishing bargains, or perhaps swap with another member for a rod you really would like rather
than the surf rod that has been in the closet for the
past 10 years. I will be putting together a flyer/poster
in the next few weeks and will get it out to the membership at our meeting in September, the website and
via our e-newsletter. Look for the event to happen in
October.
VFNHP Closed Parking Areas
Your executive branch has been in conversation with
a member who was quite upset with the loss of
stream accessible parking in Valley Forge National
Historical Park. Truth be told, with the closing of the
parking along Route 252, also the little parking lot by
the covered bridge and the parking areas near Wilson
Road bridge access for elderly members and those
with disabilities have been greatly diminished. I plan
on being in touch with park officials once I return to
see if we can get some kind of accommodation for
fishing access for our physically challenged members.
There has been some interest in the Chapter for the
creation of some sort of Veteran’s Program. With the
Coatesville VA close by to our west and the PhiladelWWW.VALLEYFORGETU.ORG

Pete Goodman
Aquatic Invasive Species (AIS) Action
Plan:
Didymo
“Didymo” is a microscopic diatom alga also colloquially known as ‘rock snot’. The Pennsylvania
Fish and Boat Commission recently issued this
action plan to combat this invasive species. Didymo already resides in Pennsylvania border waters. Therefore management of the species
needs to focus on containing or eliminating the
existing populations to prevent their spreading to
additional waterways.

For more information on this Aquatic Invasive
Species, refer to the link:
http://fishandboat.com/ais/ais-actiondidymo.pdf
For instructions on how to clean your gear
please refer to the link:
http://www.mddep.gouv.qc.ca/
biodiversite/eae/cleaning.pdf

FALL 2012
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Who Ya Gonna Call?

IMAGINE

If you see a spill or fish kill, call us…

Trout Fly Fishing
from November to May in
San Martin de los Andes
in
Northern Patagonia
Argentina

Call any of your officers
or board members
(see the inside back cover of

BANKNOTES)

The streams and lakes offer many opportunities.
Make ALVAGAR CABIN
your home base Bed & Breakfast
Fly Fishing Packages available
Tailored to your needs

Illegal Fishing and Poaching or
Disturbance of a Waterway:
Notify the PA Fish and Boat Commission

Fish Kills or Illegal Dumping:
Notify the PA Fish and Boat Commission
and
PA Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP)

For more information visit

www.alvagarcabin.com

Water Quality and Pollution:

Contact in the USA:
Daniel & Ana Maria Beninati
610-269-9527

Notify the PA Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP)
***

Pennsylvania Department of
Environmental Protection
Emergencies should be reported immediately
by telephone to the Southeast Regional Office
at 484-250-5900
(24 hours a day, 7 days a week)

Pennsylvania Fish and Boat
Commission
Our local WCO, Bob Bonney, has requested
emergencies should be reported immediately
to him via his cell phone:
610-637-6398
and to the Southeast Region of the PA F&BC
(8:00 AM – 4:00 PM weekdays)
717-626-0228

Erosion and Sedimentation Issues:
Notify the Chester County
Conservation District
610-925-4920

Well and Septic Issues:
Notify the Chester County
Health Department
610-344-6225
9
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Valley Creek Workdays
Yes we have monthly workdays!

When?
Saturdays following our general meetings

Where?
Details provided at our general meetings
or contact either Rod Horton or our Prez

Why?
We are committed to protecting and
preserving Valley Creek. It’s also a great way
to meet your fellow chapter members.

Want to Help? Please Contact
Pete @ 610-827-7619
Rod @ 610-666-6167

WWW.VALLEYFORGETU.ORG
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VFTU Officers & Board of Directors
OFFICERS

Environmental Chairman

President

Rich Bauer
102 Manor Drive
Kennett Square, PA 19348
610-347-0155

Pete Goodman
2194 Valley Hill Road
Malvern, PA 19355
610-827-7619

peteg@bee.net
Vice President, Internal Affairs
Robbi Freisem
1000 Caln Meeting House Rd.
Coatesville, PA 19320
610-466-0341

rFreisem1@comcast.net
Vice President, External Affairs
Chuck Cutshall
257 Brookmead Road
Wayne, PA 19087
610-687-1354

bludun@erols.com
Membership Chairman
Jim Ferrier
204 Jacqueline Drive
West Chester, PA 19382
610-436-4232

BOARD MEMBERS
Joe Armstrong
450 Lucky Hill Road
West Chester, PA 19380
610-696-1930
Fred Gender

Secretary

449 Lucky Hill Road
West Chester, PA 19382
570-704-8764
afgender@verizon.net

John Dettrey
113 Woodland Drive
Coatesville, PA 19320
610-220-9147

Karl Heine
152 Weedon Court
West Chester, PA 19380
610-363-7238

chucksfootball@yahoo.com

jdet@comcast.net
Treasurer
Frank Donohoe
17 Amy Lane
Malvern, PA 19355
610-993-9831

Rod Horton
1037 Shearwater Drive
Audubon, PA 19403
610-666-6167

horton_rl@verizon.net

fsdonohoe@verizon.net

John Johnson
1085 Harmony Hill Road
Downingtown, PA 19335
610-873-9062

BANKNOTES
awpancoast@hotmail.com

Neil Johnson
525 Rock Raymond Road
Downingtown, PA 19335
610-269-7526

Editor
Tom Prusak
37 Christiana Pike
Christiana, PA 17509
610-593-2365

neil.w.johnson@comcast.net

tprusak@progeny.net

Bob Jones
1323 Spellman Drive
Downingtown, PA 19335
610-466-0108

Assistant Editor
Heather Goodman
Advertising Manager
OPEN

robertwjones@verizon.net
Jim Leonard
1778 Lenape-Unionville Road
West Chester, PA 19382
610-793-1706

Layout & Graphics
Tom Prusak
Artist & Cartoonist

jamesmleonard@hotmail.com

Todd Henderson

Dave Macaleer
21 Arrowpoint Drive
Glenmoore, PA 19343
610-942-4254

TU Websites
www.tu.org
www.valleyforgetu.org

davenlynda@chesco.com

Change of address:

Owen Owens
1403 Carroll Brown Way
West Chester, PA 19382
610-399-1294



TU members log on
www.tu.org to complete
address change

IreneOwen@comcast.net



Andy Pancoast
912 Deer Road
Bryn Mawr, PA 19010
610-496-3959

All others, send changes of
address to:

VFTU
PO Box 1356
West Chester, PA 19380

Valley Forge Trout Unlimited Membership Application
YES! Please begin my one-year membership in Trout Unlimited. I
understand my dues payment entitles me to all regular membership
benefits including a personal membership card and quarterly issues
of Trout magazine. VFTU members also receive our quarterly newsletter BANKNOTES.
Name

_______________________________________________

Address _______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
City

_______________________________________________

State

________ Zip _____________

Phone

_________ - _________ - ______________________

*Email

_____________________________@ ________________

*Trout Unlimited does not make email addresses available to outside parties, for any reason, ever. By providing your email address
you help us reduce mailing and printing costs, which in turn helps
the environment.


Enclosed is my employer’s matching contribution gift form. This is
in addition to my membership application and payment.

Trout Unlimited is incorporated as a 501(C)3 non-profit,
educational, charitable organization, and all monetary and property
donations are tax deductible to the extent allowed by law.
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FALL 2012

Please select membership category:

Stream Explorer

Senior

Regular

Family/Contributor

Sponsor

Conservator

Outfitters, Guides

Stewardship

*Life
** Canadian members add $5,

$12
(18 and under)
$20
(62 and older)
$35
$50
$100
$250
$295
$500
$1200 (no further dues)
other countries add $20 per membership

Payment enclosed: $ ________________
Make checks payable to Trout Unlimited
 VISA

 MASTERCARD

 AMEX

 DISCOVER

Acct. Num:____________________________________________
Name on Card: _______________________________________
Exp Date: ______/________
Signature: ___________________________________________
To ensure correct New Member Rebate, the VFTU chapter number
is: 290

Apply online at
www.tu.org or cut out
and mail to:

Trout Unlimited
P.O. Box 7400
Woolly Bugger, WV 25438

WWW.VALLEYFORGETU.ORG

Valley Forge Chapter of Trout Unlimited
PO Box 1356
West Chester, PA 19380
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VFTU MEETING SCHEDULE
September 13th
Election of Officers
&

Mark Sedotti—Living Streamers

October 11th
Thomas Hylton—Green Parking Lots

October 27th
FALL FUNDRAISER
Great Valley Nature Center
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